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Abstract Thermal inertia is a key information to quantify the physical status of a planetary surface. We
derive the thermal inertia of the surface of Ceres using spatially resolved data from the Dawn mission. For
each location, this quantity can be constrained by comparing theoretical and observed diurnal
temperature profiles from retrieved temperatures. We calculated Ceres's surface theoretical temperatures
with a thermophysical model that provides temperature as a function of thermal conductivity and
roughness, and we determined the values of those parameters for which the best fit with the observed data is
obtained. Our results suggest that the area of crater Haulani displays thermal inertia values (up to 130–140
J·m−2·s−½·K−1) substantially higher than the very low to low values (from 1–15 to 50–60 J·m−2·s−½·K−1)
derived for the overall surface of Ceres. The results are more ambiguous for the bright faculae located in the
floor of crater Occator.

Plain Language Summary We have calculated Ceres's surface temperatures and we have
compared them with the observations. We have used new high‐resolution data provided by the
Dawn/National Aeronautics and Space Administration mission, which was launched in 2007 with the aim
of studying two of the largest bodies of the Main Belt: Vesta and Ceres. Our results suggest that the surface is
made of fine‐grained material, according to previous analysis made by other authors by using other
independent data and methods. We have also studied two particular areas of Ceres that shows peculiar
properties (albedo and/or chemical/physical structure).

1. Introduction and Background

Ceres is the largest body (average diameter of 945 km) in the Main Asteroid Belt and was the first and former
largest asteroid to be discovered by Giuseppe Piazzi, on 1 January 1801. The planet‐like nature of Ceres and
its survival from the early stages of the Solar System make it an important object for understanding the
planetary evolution.

Gravity measurements indicate that Ceres is nearly at hydrostatic equilibrium and has a denser core and
low‐density mantle and crust (Park et al., 2016). Ceres's mass, deduced from the orbital parameters of the
spacecraft Dawn, is 9.384 ± 0.001 ×1020 kg, and the dimensions are 483.1 by 481.0 by 445.9 km (Russell
et al., 2016). Ceres appears to be differentiated into a rocky core and an icy mantle and may have a rem-
nant internal ocean of liquid water under the layer of ice (McCord & Sotin, 2005; Park et al., 2016); its
bulk density of about 2 g/cm3 suggests a water content between 17% and 27% by mass. Ceres belongs
to the C‐complex asteroids (75% of the known asteroids; De Meo et al., 2015); that is, its composition
includes a large amount of carbon and is characterized by a low albedo. The analysis of data returned
by Dawn suggests that the surface of Ceres has been probably covered by an ocean of water and ammo-
nia; when this ocean froze and sublimated, salt deposits formed across the surface (Carrozzo et al., 2018).
The surface of Ceres is dark, with an average modeled geometric albedo of 0.094 ± 0.007 (Ciarniello et al.,
2017), and is dominated by a dark, spectrally featureless and yet unidentified component, mixed with
magnesium phyllosilicates, ammoniated phyllosilicates, and magnesium carbonates at global/broadly
regional scale (Ammannito et al., 2016; De Sanctis et al., 2016; Carrozzo et al., 2018), with calcium and
sodium carbonates showing up at specific locations (Carrozzo et al., 2018). Ceres appears to be icy
(De Sanctis et al., 2016; De Sanctis et al., 2018); Dawn detected water ice in about 10 specific locations
(e.g., Combes et al., 2016; Platz et al., 2016) but did not find endogenic sources (e.g., vapor plumes) that
could explain the transient behavior of the atmosphere.
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The Dawn/National Aeronautics and Space Administration mission was launched in 2007 with the goal of
investigating two of the largest bodies in the Main Belt: Vesta and Ceres. The spacecraft hosted three instru-
ments: the framing camera (FC; Sierks et al., 2011), the visual and infrared mapping spectrometer (VIR; De
Sanctis et al., 2011), and the Gamma Ray and Neutron Detector (Prettyman et al., 2011). VIR operates in the
spectral range from the near ultraviolet to the near infrared (0.25–5.1 μm); it achieved global, regional and
local hyperspectral coverage of both Vesta and Ceres. VIR data are stored as hyperspectral images or
“cubes,” including hundreds of bi‐dimensional images, each acquired at a specific wavelength in the above
range. Dawn orbited around Ceres from March 2015 to November 2018. The orbital mission at Ceres was
organized in different phases, characterized by different altitudes over the surface implying variable VIR
pixel ground resolution. The main phases were Rotational Characterization orbit, SURVEY, High Altitude
Mapping Orbit (HAMO), and Low‐Altitude Mapping Orbit. Each phase was further divided into cycles (see
Table 1 and Figure 1).

While the primary scientific objective of VIR was to determine and map the surface mineralogy, the long‐
wavelength component of the spectra (4.5 μm < λ < 5.1 μm) can be used to retrieve the surface temperature
through a Bayesian approach (Tosi et al., 2014); the retrieval is applied separately on each pixel unaffected by
detector saturation. The VIR instrument can sense temperatures within the uppermost surface layer as thick
as tens of microns; in the sampled spectral range the temperature is a non‐linear function of radiance, with a
larger weight of the hottest subpixel features, so the obtained value is representative of the subpixel regions
at higher temperatures modulated by their effective areas. Temperature values retrieved in this way show an
accuracy better than 3 K above 180 K, and better than 1 K above 210 K, while values below 180 K have
increasingly worse accuracy. The lower limit of temperatures sensed by the instrument is dictated by the
in‐flight instrumental noise, varying over time depending on a number of parameters, most notably the
spectrometer's temperature.

Knowledge of the retrieved surface temperature and of the true local solar time at which the data were
acquired allows one to derive a daily temperature curve, surface temperature as function of local solar time,
which is key in estimating the thermal inertia (Audouard et al., 2014; Delbo et al., 2015; Neugebauer et al.,
1971). Thermal inertia is a fundamental parameter that controls the surface temperature variations of atmo-
sphereless bodies and measures the velocity of penetration of the thermal wave controlling the surface tem-
perature. It is defined as

T:I: ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
kρc

p
Jm−2s−§K−1
� �

(1)

where k is the thermal conductivity, ρ the density, and c is the specific heat. The daily temperature curve of a
specific area is strongly dependent on the physical and thermal properties of the first centimeters of soil, so
determining the thermal inertia of the surface of an atmosphereless body provides an insight into the struc-
ture and physical properties of that surface, giving indications on the type (e.g., dust, regolith, or rock) and
the evolution of the surface material (Harris & Lagerros, 2002). Capria et al. (2014) built a global map of ther-
mal inertia for Vesta by using disk‐resolved temperature data retrieved by VIR at coarse spatial resolution
(1.3 km per pixel), which covered a relatively broad range of local solar times from the local morning to
the local evening. Instead, in this work we focused only on VIR data acquired in the Survey (1.1 km per pixel)
and HAMO (0.38 km per pixel) mission stages, which due to operational constraints span a narrower range
of local solar times, concentrated mostly in the local morning. It should also be noted that VIR is not sensi-
tive to nighttime temperatures, which are way below its lower limit of sensitivity (~180 K). However, taking
into account the characteristics of the soil of the Ceres's surface and other thermal inertia estimates provided
in the literature, we can determine a range of plausible thermal inertia and subpixel roughness values. In this
work we have analyzed two areas of the surface showing unique characteristics, with the aim of finding any
thermal inertia deviations from Ceres's average: Haulani crater and the bright faculae in Occator crater.

The 34‐km‐diameter crater Haulani, one of the youngest craters on the surface of Ceres (<6Ma), is located in
the equatorial region at 5.8°N,10.77°E and is the fourth largest crater within the quadrangle Ac‐H‐6
“Haulani” (Roatsch et al., 2016). The Haulani area is peculiar because the crater's ejecta show a spectrally
distinct signature, with very reduced or even negative spectral slope from the visible to the near infrared
up to 2.25 μm (Tosi et al., 2018, 2019). Albedo maps retrieved in the near infrared indicate a mixture of dark
and bright materials (Tosi et al., 2018, 2019). Furthermore, the spectral features at 2.7 and 3.1 μm indicate a
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decrease of Mg‐bearing phyllosilicates and ammoniated phyllosilicates in the floor of the crater and the
bright ejecta; the degree of mixing of these phases increases from the northwest to the southeast of the
crater. The area also shows a local enhancement of calcium and possibly sodium carbonate minerals: this
is an indication of hydrothermal processes that followed the impact (Tosi et al., 2018, 2019). Crater
Haulani shows the most distinct thermal contrast across the entire surface of Ceres: This thermal contrast
was first detected during the Approach phase in February 2015: at the coarse spatial resolution of those
early VIR data (11.4 km per pixel), a temperature difference of 5 K in Haluani compared to surrounding
areas was highlighted, which at that spatial scale could not be due to shading effects induced by
topography (Tosi et al., 2019). On the basis of HAMO data acquired later at a VIR pixel resolution of 0.38
km per pixel, the central mountainous ridge of Haulani was found to be ~15 K cooler than the crater's
western floor as observed, within the same VIR images, at the same local solar time and under similar
instantaneous solar illumination conditions (Tosi et al., 2018).

Table 1
Characteristics of the Mission Phases of Dawn Around Ceres

Mission phase Starting date End date Altitude (km) Pixel ground resolution (m)

RC3 23 April 2015 9 May 2015 13,522–13,637 3,380–3,409
SURVEY 6 June 2015 30 June 2015 4,380–4,423 1,095–1,106
HAMO 17 August 2015 23 October 2015 1,450–1,475 363–369
LAMO 16 December 2015 2 September 2016 355–403 89–101

Note. In the last column the pixel ground resolution of the imaging spectrometer visual and infrared mapping spectrometer is shown. RC3 = Rotational
Characterization orbit; HAMO = High Altitude Mapping Orbit; LAMO = Low‐Altitude Mapping Orbit.

Figure 1. Data coverage of the mission phases considered in this work: Survey (top figure) and High Altitude Mapping
Orbit (bottom figure). The different colors refer to the different cycles of the corresponding phases (see text).
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The second area that we have analyzed in detail is Occator, a 92‐km‐diameter crater located at 19.86°N
238.85°E and showing a cluster of bright spots. This cluster is formed by a very bright spot in the center of
the crater (Cerealia Facula), and a second group of spots in the eastern floor (Vinalia Facula). From the spec-
tral slopes it can be inferred that the crater interior is younger than the crater walls, and the white material of
the faculae is likely much younger. Crater counting estimations gave 34 ± 2 Ma for Occator (Nathues et al.,
2015) and 6.9 ± 0.9 Ma for the floor material (Nathues et al., 2016). The crater shows mass deposits that ori-
ginate from the wall and extend to the floor for 10–20 km; at SW and NE these deposits are covered by floor
material that extends from the center. The features of these morphological structures, the presence of frac-
tures and their orientation and age, the central depression all suggest postimpact processes as hydrothermal
processes and evaporation and emplacement of flow materials (Jaumann et al., 2017). The bright spots are
areas characterized by high albedo values (up to 40%), and their spectra suggest that they are composed by
a mixture of anhydrous sodium carbonate or natrite (Na2CO3) and ammonium chloride (NH4Cl) or ammo-
nium bicarbonate (NH4HCO3; Carrozzo et al., 2018; Palomba et al., 2019); their origin is probably due to a
relatively recent crystallization of brines that reached the surface from the interior (Stein et al., 2017).

2. Thermophysical Analysis of the Surface of Ceres
2.1. The Thermophysical Model

In order to determine the thermal inertia from measured temperatures, a thermophysical model is required
(e.g., Rozitis & Green, 2011). The one‐dimensional model we used (Capria et al., 2014) solves the heat con-
duction equation and provides theoretical temperatures as a function of conductivity, albedo, emissivity,
density, and specific heat; the model is applied to a detailed shape model of Ceres in order to take into
account the instantaneous illumination (Raymond et al., 2011; Preusker et al., 2016). A finite‐differences
scheme is used to solve the 1‐D heat transport equation, applied to each of the layers into which the internal
radius has been subdivided:

ρc
∂T
∂t

¼ ∂
∂x

k
∂T
∂x

� �
(2)

where ρ is the density, c the specific heat, T the temperature, t the time, x the depth, and k is the thermal
conductivity. The thickness of the layers is 0.05 cm close to the surface and is increasing toward the interior
of the body (logarithmic grid). The surface boundary condition is written as follows:

S 1−Að Þμ
r2

¼ XσT4 þ k
∂T
∂x

(3)

where S is the solar constant, A is the Bond albedo, μ is the illumination angle cosine, r is the heliocentric
distance in astronomical unit, k is the thermal conductivity, σ is the Stefan‐Boltzmann constant, and
X = (1 − εξ)ε is a “roughness parameter” where ε is the emissivity and ξ is the subpixel roughness. ξ
(Lagerros, 1998) has been introduced to characterize the topography (roughness) on subpixel scale, that
means it can be regarded as a measure of the surface irregularity at a scale smaller than the shape model
(~140 m in this specific case) and larger than the thermal skin depth (of the order of 1 cm, expressed, in

the case of the diurnal cycle, asD ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
kP
πρC

q
,where P is the rotation period); it can be interpreted, for example,

as the percentage of cratered terrain with respect to flat terrain (Keihm et al., 2012; Müller & Lagerros, 1998).
Roughness (Davidsson et al., 2015) is thought to be the cause of thermal‐infrared beaming, the phenomenon
for which a surface emits in a non‐Lambertian way with a tendency to reradiate the absorbed radiation
toward the Sun. The beaming is originated by the multiple scattering between the surface elements, increas-
ing the amount of energy absorbed by the surface, and by the fact that surface elements oriented toward the
Sun will become much hotter than a flat surface. Flat surfaces will have ξ values close to 0, while very irre-
gular surfaces will have values approaching unity; high values of ξ will increase the computed surface tem-
perature, while low values will have an opposite effect.

The thermophysical model is applied to a given location (specified by latitude, longitude and the correspond-
ing illumination condition). Ceres is followed along its orbit during the simulation; in order to stabilize the
results of the computation, the code is run onmore than one orbit, until the temperatures of two consecutive
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orbits differ by less than 0.01 K. Lateral heat conduction can be neglected because the facets of the shape
model on which the thermophysical model is applied are always larger than the thermal skin depth. The illu-
mination condition, for each time step and location on the shape model, is obtained through SPICE‐based
software and navigational databases, the so‐called “SPICE kernels” (Acton, 1996).

The albedo of a given location is calculated by conversion of a reflectance map at 1.2 μm (Ciarniello et al.,
2017); the average spectrum of Ceres is nearly flat, and the reflectance at 1.2 μm is a good proxy for the reflec-
tance at 0.55 μm (the peak of the solar spectrum), with differences of a few percent (e.g., Rivkin et al., 2011).

We are assuming that the surface is covered by a meters thick layer of particulate material whose density is
minimum on the surface and increases with the depth (see Table 2) following an empirical exponential law
(Cremers & Hsia, 1973):

ρ zð Þ ¼ ρmax
z þ 12:2
z þ 18

(4)

where z is the depth expressed in centimeters.

The thermal conductivity has the form

k Tð Þ ¼ kc þ krT
3 (5)

where kc and kr are the conductive and radiative terms; the first term takes into account the conductive
transfer across the particles, and the second term takes into account the radiative heat transfer, sensible at
high temperatures. Different kinds of particulate material, ranging from very fine dust to incoherent rocky
debris (regolith), can be simulated in the code. To each type of material, a density profile, with values
increasing with depth, has been associated. Thermal conductivity is taken into account through empirical
expressions (kc and kr) depending on density and temperature and based on the properties of the chosen par-
ticulate material, which have been derived from ground and spacecraft observations, lunar in situ measure-
ments and lunar returned samples (Capria et al., 2014; Cremers & Hsia, 1973; Vasavada et al., 2012;
Vasavada & Paige, 1999). The empirical expressions for the terms in equation (5) are

kc;r ¼
k 0ð Þ
c;r z<1

k 0ð Þ
c;r þ a

ρ zð Þ−ρ 1ð Þ
ρmax−ρ 0ð Þ

� �b

z>1

8><
>: (6)

where z is expressed in centimeters, the subscripts “c” and “r” refer to the conductive and radiative term,
k 0ð Þ
c ¼ 10−3; k 0ð Þ

r ¼ 2:8×10−11; b ¼ 0:35; a ¼ 0:0092; 3:4×10−10f gc;r , and the densities refer to the specific
simulated material (Table 2).

Experiments suggest that the thermal conductivity largely depends on the physical structure of the soil and
not on composition (Opeil et al., 2012), so we can use the expressions used in Capria et al. (2014), also for the
surface of Ceres whose composition is very different from the basaltic one typical of Vesta. Typical thermal
conductivity values range from about 10−3 (fine dust) to 0.02 W·m−1·K−1 (regolith) at the temperature range
of the simulations (from 60 to 240 K).

Specific heat is temperature dependent and is derived from a fit of experimental measurements of materials
compatible with Ceres surface (Biele et al., 2014):

Table 2
Density Ranges for the Materials Considered in This Work

Material
Maximum density

(kg/m3)
Thermal inertia
(J·m−2·s−½·K−1)

Fine dust 1,800 1–16
Fine regolith 1,950 50–65
Regolith 1,950 110–140

Note. The hypothesis is made that density is increasing with depth: The minimum density is found on the surface.
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c Tð Þ ¼ aþ b T−T0ð Þ þ c T−T0ð Þ2 þ d T−T0ð Þ3 (7)

where T0 = 250 K,a = 633,b = 2.513,c = −0.0022,and d = −2.8 × 10−6.

2.2. Thermal Inertia Determination

We performed the analysis of the thermal properties of the surface of Ceres by using the same procedure pre-
viously adopted for Vesta (Capria et al., 2014). We selected the data from the Survey and HAMO mission
phases, as they display a good tradeoff between coverage and pixel resolution compared to other mission
phases (Figure 1). In particular, HAMO data have a pixel resolution ~2.9 times higher than Survey data
(~0.38 versus ~1.1 km per pixel).

In order to retrieve the average thermal inertia of Ceres, we divided the surface into rectangular areas with
angular bins of 2° in both longitude and latitude. Conversely, the Haulani and Occator craters were analyzed
locally, that is, by considering only the area covered by of those craters (Tables 3 and 4). A retrieved tempera-
ture (Tr) represents the average temperature, at the time and date of the observation, measured on an area
defined by the instantaneous field of view of a VIR pixel; to each pixel a planetocentric latitude and longitude
are associated, derived from the geometry information associated to VIR data. All the Tr values, or measured
data points, can be assigned to a given area, on the basis of their latitude and longitude; when analyzing the
average thermal inertia, we have identified the areas displaying the highest number of measured data points
and selected those areas for our analysis (Table 5). In our process of data selection, we have further discarded
the data points with uncertainties associated to retrieved temperature values greater than 5 K and those with
a phase angle greater than 30°. The reason for the latter choice is that our thermophysical code calculates the
temperature we would measure if we were at the local zenith of the surface, while Tr values are affected by
the illumination geometry; by considering observed temperature with small phase angles we are minimizing
the effect of the illumination geometry.

For every area analyzed in this work we have a set of time‐temperature data:

ti;Ttheo;i
� �

; i ¼ 1;…;N

where ti is the local solar time, Tr,i is the corresponding retrieved temperature, and N is the number of data
points (typically greater than 200). For every area we then select a set ofM points (withM< N, typicallyM=
4 or 5) that can be considered as representatives of the area. As an example, in Figure 2a we show the area
with longitude‐latitude ranges [92°E, 94°E] × [6°S, 4°S]; the parallel dotted lines correspond to four VIR
cubes acquired in this area, at different times, and the red dots are the selected locations. We fix a thermal
conductivity class and, for every selected point (with progressive number c = 1,…,M), we calculate a set of
theoretical temperature curves Tc

theo t; ξð Þ as a function of roughness ξ (Figure 2b). Then we define a chi‐
square function as follows:

Table 3
Characteristics of the Area and the Points Selected for the Analysis in the Haulani Crater. The roughness of the floor point has not been identified.

Area Longitude range (°) Latitude range (°) Local time range (hr) Thermal inertia value (J·m−2·s−½·K−1) ξ

Haulani crater [9.8, 12] [4.5, 6.8] [9.5, 11.5] 115–136 0.55
Peak 10.58 6.04 [9.18, 11.24] 110–130 0.38
Floor 10.37 5.21 [9.23, 11.1] ≥130 ?

Table 4
Characteristics of the Areas Selected for the Analysis of the Bright Spots of the Occator Crater

Area Longitude range (°) Latitude range (°) Local time range (hr) Thermal inertia values (J·m−2·s−½·K−1) ξ

Cerealia facula [239.5, 239.8] [19.5, 19.85] 9.5–11.5 10 ± 2 or 135 ± 5 0.5–0.9
Vinalia facula [242.44, 242.96] [20.17, 20.42] 10.3–11.2 9 ± 8 or 135 ± 5 0.2–0.65
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χ2 ξð Þ ¼
∑M

c¼1∑
N
i¼1

Tr;i−TC
theo;i ξð Þ
σi

	 
2

δT2M∑N
i¼1

1
σ2i

(8)

whereTC
theo;i ξð Þ is the cth calculated temperature at the local solar time tiwith roughness ξ and δT is the typi-

cal temperature dispersion in the observed data (5–10 K for the areas with a high number of points, few kel-
vins in other cases). This function has to be minimized with respect to ξ, and the process is repeated for every
material class. Once a satisfactory temperature curve has been calculated, a thermal inertia value is derived
from thermal conductivity, density, and specific heat capacity (equation (1)). We recall that, especially at low
thermal conductivity, thermal inertia is temperature dependent; the thermal inertia ranges we found corre-
spond to the temperature ranges of the simulations, covering the full diurnal cycles on Ceres (e.g., the tem-
perature for low thermal inertia case in most of the areas typically goes from 60–70 to 240–250 K).

This procedure has been performed for all of the selected rectangular areas and the crater areas and is based
on the fundamental hypothesis that if, for a given set of input parameters, the theoretical temperatures are
matching the measured ones within the associated uncertainties, then the values assigned to the parameters
set should correspond to the real values describing the local terrain properties.

This procedure has been adopted because temperature retrieved data were already available; moreover, in
this way, it is easier to simulate the effect of different kind of materials using empirical expressions derived

Table 5
Characteristics of the Rectangular Areas Selected for the Analysis, With the Local Time Range of Observed Data and Results for the Average Thermal Inertia

Area Longitude range (°) Latitude range (°) Local time range (hr) Thermal inertia value (J·m−2·s−½·K−1) ξ

1 [92,94] [−6,−4] 9.5–11.5 1–15 0.15 ± 0.05
2 [132,134] [16,18] 8.7–11.5 1–15 0.2 ± 0.05
3 [146,148] [34,36] 9.5–12.5 1–15 0.2 ± 0.05
4 [178,180] [−26,−24] 10–13 1–15 0.2 ± 0.05
5 [262,264] [0,2] 9–12 1–15 0.2 ± 0.05
6 [300,302] [0,2] 9.5–13 1–15 0.2 ± 0.05
7 [18,20] [44,46] 11.5–14 1–15 0.2 ± 0.05
8 [278,280] [−14−12] 11.5–13 1–15 0.2 ± 0.05
9 [170,172] [−28,−26] 11.5–13 1–15 0.2 ± 0.05
10 [12,14] [42,44] 11.5–13.5 1–15 0.2 ± 0.05

Figure 2. (a) Available observation points in the first area (see the text and Table 5) from the High AltitudeMapping Orbit
data set. The dots represent all the visual and infrared mapping spectrometer‐derived surface temperature points with
associated uncertainties <5 K and phase angle <30°, whereas the red diamonds represent the locations that have been
selected for the calculation of the theoretical temperature profiles. The circled red diamond has been used for the calcu-
lation of the theoretical curves shown in the plot on the right. (b) Comparison between observed temperatures (black bars)
and theoretical temperature curves corresponding to different materials and roughness values.
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from extraterrestrial samples. A disadvantage is that we are necessarily limited, in the analysis, to the data
with low phase angles.

3. The Results
3.1. Higher Thermal Inertia Areas: The Haulani and Occator Craters

A specific analysis was then performed on the two locations of Ceres with possible peculiar thermal inertia
values, that is, the Haulani crater and the bright faculae in crater Occator. The latter is the cluster of the
brightest spots on Ceres (De Sanctis et al., 2016; Longobardo et al., 2017, 2019), whereas Haulani is another
bright and blue area (Tosi et al., 2019).
3.1.1. The Haulani Crater
The results of the thermal analysis of crater Haulani are shown in Figure 3. Fine dust and regolith
(Table 2) have been considered to simulate the surface material in this area. The retrieved temperature
data have a large scattering, so they can be fitted by theoretical curves corresponding both to low (up to
15 J·m−2·s−½·K−1) and to high (140 J·m−2·s−½·K−1) thermal inertia values, with roughness 0.12 and
0.55, respectively, and χ2 ≈ 0.4 and 1. The curves are very different from each other only outside the
time interval of the retrieved temperatures. However, in the case of crater Haulani, we know that a
thermal contrast with respect to Ceres's average was safely detected (see section 2), so high thermal
inertia values are likely to occur. We have also analyzed two specific locations in the crater, one on
the central peak and the second one on the floor, with coordinates respectively [10.58°E, 6.04°N] and
[10.37°E, 5.21°N] (Figure 4). The retrieved temperature data for the first location are well fitted by a
theoretical curve corresponding to a thermal inertia of 110–130 J·m−2·s−½·K−1 (with ξ = 0.38), compa-
tible with the highest values already found for the whole crater. The retrieved temperatures on the floor
of the crater data show higher temperature values and have a slightly different slope; these points can-
not be fitted with the type of materials simulated in our code, although a slightly higher thermal inertia
with respect to the one found for the peak seems to be suggested by a comparison with daily curves
obtained with different values of thermal conductivity. This latter point is explained by the fact that
if the thermal inertia increases then the slope of diurnal temperature curve decreases, and the floor
points have a slightly smaller slope. An enhancement of thermal inertia causes the temperature to drop,
the roughness being equal, but if the roughness increases then the temperature rises; we could say that
the higher thermal solution for the floor is possible because the roughness may be higher with respect
to the peak point.
3.1.2. The Occator Crater
For the analysis of this crater we selected two areas, fully contained in the bright spots regions (Table 4).
In this case the analysis has been more difficult because the areas are very small and, as a consequence,
the number of data points useful for the analysis is lower (typically few dozens of points for each area). In

Figure 3. Comparison between theoretical (solid lines) and observed (black bars) temperatures for the whole selected area
of the Haulani crater. Thermal inertia is expressed in J·m−2·s−½·K−1.
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Figures 5a and 5b we display the theoretical temperature curves compared with the retrieved temperature
data: Figure 5a represents the best fit obtained for Cerealia Facula, while Figure 5b shows the best fit
obtained for Vinalia Facula. The observed temperatures in the case of Vinalia Facula data are fitted by
theoretical curves corresponding to fine dust (thermal inertia up to 15 J·m−2·s−½·K−1 and roughness
0.55), but regolith material, with thermal inertia around 120–130 J·m−2·s−½·K−1 (ξ = 0.6 − 0.9), are also
compatible with the data.

The analysis of Cerealia Facula has given similar results, although here low thermal inertia curves pro-
vide a worse fit. Therefore, there cannot be a unique solution. To be sure, on the basis of VIR data, no
thermal anomaly was revealed in these faculae down to a spatial resolution of 0.38 km per pixel; since
a higher value of the thermal inertia would imply that, at a given local solar time, the surface would
be cooler than a lower thermal inertia surface, we could infer that the lower thermal inertia solution is
the preferred interpretation.

Figure 4. Comparison between theoretical (solid lines) and observed (black bars) temperatures for the peak in the
Haulani crater. The thermal inertia derived from the model is 120 ± 10 J·m−2·s−½·K−1. The blue dots refer to the floor
(see text), and the magenta line refers to a thermal inertia equal to the Ceres's average. For the comparison with the
average thermal inertia of Ceres a roughness ξ = 0.06 was assumed in order to have temperatures comparable with the
floor points. The error bars of the floor points are small and are not visible at the scale of the picture.

Figure 5. Comparison between theoretical (magenta and cyan lines) and observed (black bars) temperatures for the
bright faculae found in the floor of crater Occator. Figures 5a and 5b refer to Cerealia Facula and to Vinalia Facula,
respectively. The cyan curves are calculated assuming the presence of regolith, a material coarser than dust, corresponding
to a thermal inertia up to about 140 J·m−2·s−½·K−1, while the magenta curves are calculated assuming the fine dust
(thermal inertia up to 15 J·m−2·s−½·K−1).
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3.2. Average Thermal Inertia

An analysis has been performed on the regions of Ceres that did not show textural or compositional differ-
ences with respect to the rest of the surface. The results of this analysis are summarized in Figure 6 and
Table 5. The plots show the comparison between the retrieved temperature data (shown as black dots with
error bars) with the theoretical temperature curves (shown as lines); they refer to Areas 3 and 4 (see Table 5),
but the results for the other areas listed in Table 5 are very similar. Every theoretical temperature profile
refers to a specific location, selected from the set of observed points. In our analysis we considered VIR data
acquired in both the Survey and HAMO mission phases. The data acquired during these phases have
been used in this work because they display a good tradeoff between coverage and pixel resolution compared
to the data from the other phases of the mission. As can be noticed, the higher resolution of HAMO seems to
confirm the results found with earlier Survey data; χ2 values are typically between few tenths and the unit.

4. Discussion

It should be noted that in most cases separating the effects of thermal inertia and subpixel roughness is chal-
lenging, because, due to the limited temporal coverage of the observed points, the data can be fitted by the-
oretical temperature curves calculated with different couples of (k, ξ): in principle, the same result could be
obtained by fitting the data with a higher value of k and a lower value of X (high ξ) or a lower value of k and a
higher value of X (low ξ). As thermal inertia increases, the maximum daytime temperature value decreases
and its position in local solar time moves from the local noon to the afternoon: The position of the peak tem-
perature is then a diagnostic quantity that could disentangle the combined effects of the thermal conductivity
and roughness (Delbo et al., 2015). Unfortunately, due to the limited coverage of the HAMO data considered

Figure 6. Comparison between theoretical (continuous lines) and retrieved (black dots plus black error bars) surface
temperatures for Areas 3 and 4; we assume the presence on the surface of very fine dust (magenta lines) and fine
regolith (cyan lines). (a) SURVEY data and a surface covered by fine dust (magenta lines); (b) HAMO data and a surface
covered by fine dust (magenta lines) or fine regolith (cyan lines); (c) SURVEY data and a surface covered by fine dust
(magenta lines); (d) HAMO data and a surface covered by fine dust (magenta lines) or fine regolith (cyan lines). Thermal
inertia is expressed in J·m−2·s−½·K−1. HAMO = High Altitude Mapping Orbit.
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in our analysis in terms of local solar time, with a typical coverage of 2 to 3 hr in the local morning, the peak
temperature and its position are never available. VIR data acquired in the earlier Survey phase cover a larger
interval of local solar time values and include the local noon, but HAMO data display a pixel resolution ~2.9
times higher on average. Nighttime temperatureswould also constrain thermal inertia very effectively (Delbo
et al., 2015), but as we clarified earlier, VIR has no access to such low temperature values.

Another key point is our roughness model: The temperatures have been derived from DAWN radiance mea-
surements and as such they are dependent on the observations geometry and not only on the illumination
geometry. So a more realistic, and computationally heavy, directional roughness model should be applied
in order to improve the analysis; this will be done in a near future.

The thermal conductivity is temperature dependent and so is thermal inertia (equation (1)). When the rego-
lith grains are small, the radiative heat transfer is dominant because the surface contact between grains is
small, and the solid‐state heat conduction (transfer by phonons) is less efficient; in this case the conductivity
is small and is very sensitive to the temperature because the radiative heat transfer is proportional to T3. If
the grain size increases then the transfer by phonons becomes dominant, the conductivity increases and is
less sensitive to the temperature (see, e.g., Hale & Hapke, 2002, in which these effects are well discussed).
In the simulations of the fine dust the thermal inertia is dominated by the radiative transfer, and the range
of about 1–15 J·m−2·s−½·K−1 depicted for the average value corresponds to the temperature range of the
simulation (70–240 K, that is the full diurnal temperature cycle; see section 2.2); in the case of the material
defined as “regolith” (that has been used for the faculae and the Haulani crater) the grains are larger and the
thermal inertia has lower relative oscillations.

The Haulani crater is expected to have a higher than the average thermal inertia because it shows a thermal
contrast with respect to other areas of Ceres with equal or similar illumination conditions (Tosi et al., 2018).
The average albedo of the area and of the two selected points (peak and floor, inside the crater) is about 0.04,
similar to the Ceres's average, so we can safely conclude that albedo plays a marginal role in the VIR‐
measured daytime temperatures. The high thermal inertia is consistent instead with the higher compactness
of Haulani crater as seen by the FC (Tosi et al., 2019); the peak located at the center of the crater appears to
have a particularly compact surface. The overall temperature data in the crater hint at a thermal inertia up to
140 J·m−2·s−½·K−1; in particular, the data of the peak are well fitted by a theoretical curve with a thermal
inertia of 130 J·m−2·s−½·K−1. The high slopes on the peak could be steeper than the angle of repose, and this
could explain a less fine‐grained material on steep slopes. The point in the floor has a similar situation
because it shows higher temperature values at the same local solar times, so a similar thermal inertia
and/or higher roughness could explain the observed data, but this point is still unclear because the FC
images show that the floor material appears to be less compact than the peak. We can conclude that, while
the results of the model seem to support a wide range of thermal inertia values, further considerations (the
existence of a thermal contrast and the compactness of the floor material seen in the images of the FC) are a
clear indication in favor of the higher thermal inertia values.

The bright spots in crater Occator have a daily temperature curve that is compatible with both low
(1–17 J·m−2·s−½·K−1) and high thermal inertia (up to about 140 J·m−2·s−½·K−1). The interpretation
is not straightforward. Spectral unmixing carried out by Raponi et al. (2017) suggest that the grain size
of the surface regolith in the faculae could be smaller or anyway compatible with the average grain size
of the surface of Ceres; this conclusion would agree with a low thermal inertia, because the thermal
inertia we obtain from the fit is more sensitive to the roughness than to the albedo, and we know that
if the grain size increases then thermal inertia increases. Furthermore, no thermal anomaly has been
detected in these faculae. However, Longobardo et al. (2017) performed a thorough photometric analysis
of the faculae, finding that the phase curve has the same steepness of the average of Ceres despite their
larger albedo; they propose that this could be due to amixing of bright and darkmaterial (similar towhat hap-
pens on Vesta) or a larger grain size and/or a larger roughness. The roughness could be explained by the
young age of Occator: the surface of the faculae has not been yet leveled because not enough time is passed,
so some surface irregularity is still present today. Moreover, the brines that reached the surface from the
interior are not evenly distributed. The data from the so called Extended mission phase (from May 2016 to
July 2018), which will be the subject a future work, couldmaybe give amore clear indication on the real ther-
mal inertia range of values of this area, and strengthen our conclusions.
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As for the average thermal inertia on the surface of Ceres, a low thermal inertia value (corresponding to
values comprised between 1 and 15 (J·m−2·s−½·K−1), hinting to dust or very fine‐grained regolith), with
ξ ≈ 0.2, is a possible solution for the areas analyzed in this work (Table 5), but a theoretical curve with
thermal inertia ≈50–60 (J·m−2·s−½·K−1) and roughness ξ ≈ 0.5, corresponding to a much coarser material,
could also fit the data. The determination of thermal inertia carried out earlier for Vesta was based on coarse
resolution data obtained in the Approach phase, which displayed a broad coverage in terms of local solar
time. In our case, we attempted the same analysis relying mostly on HAMO data, which have a good pixel
resolution but a relatively narrow coverage in terms of local solar time. In this case, a check can come from
the previous analysis of the disk‐integrated thermal inertia: the low thermal inertia values we have obtained
compare well with previous observations and modeling. Similar values were found by Müller and Lagerros
(1998), that is, 20 J·m−2·s−½·K−1; Spencer et al. (1989) and Chamberlain et al. (2009), that is, 15 J·m−2·s−½·K
−1. Keihm et al. (2013) found a slightly higher value (80 J·m−2·s−½·K−1). Titus (2015) calculated Ceres's sur-
face temperature by setting a thermal inertia range from 11 to 42 J·m−2·s−½·K−1, in order to constrain the
origin of the water vapor plumes above the surface. For this reason, we feel confident that a low thermal iner-
tia value comprised between 1 and 15 J·m−2·s−½·K−1, implying a surface covered by a layer of very fine dust,
is the best solution and is representative of the average thermal inertia of the surface of the body.

Delbo and Tanga (2008) have found a decreasing trend of thermal inertia as function of diameter for the
small bodies in the Main Asteroid Belt. This trend is easily explained: a large body in the Main Belt develops
a soil of fine dust and/or regolith over hundreds of millions of years of evolution and exposure to the space
environment. Instead, smaller bodies are often the result of a disruptive event, and their smaller gravity
make it difficult to retain smaller particles. In this context our results are plausible: they imply a surface cov-
ered by a layer of very fine dust, as could be expected for a body as large as Ceres. This does not imply that the
surface is necessarily uniform: areas corresponding to fresher, younger craters, or areas showing a recent
deposition of materials such as brines, could well display higher thermal inertia values due to the physical
characteristics of the surface. The values found for Haulani crater, similar to the values determined for
objects much smaller and with a different collisional history such as (101955) Bennu (Emery et al., 2019)
and (162173) Ryugu (Shimaki et al., 2019), are probably hinting at a surface on which coarse regolith prevails
over dust.

5. Conclusions

Prior to the arrival of the National Aeronautics and Space Administration Dawn mission at Ceres, estimates
of the average thermal inertia of its surface have been published by several authors, but, using for the first
time disk‐resolved data at good spatial resolution (0.4–1.1 km), we have independently derived thermal iner-
tia values for the surface. We have used an approach similar to the one previously used for the large asteroid
Vesta by Capria et al. (2014), but using data with better spatial resolution, obtained in both the Survey
(1.1 km per pixel) and HAMO (0.38 km per pixel) mission phases. We performed a detailed study of two geo-
logically young areas with peculiar mineralogy (Cerealia and Vinalia faculae in crater Occator, and the floor
of crater Haulani).

Given its young age (<6 Ma), the floor of crater Haulani could still be compact enough and shows a remark-
able thermal contrast, especially in its central mountainous ridge, so a higher thermal inertia with respect to
the Ceres's average is indeed expected; we have found an average value up to 140 J·m−2·s−½·K−1 for the
whole area selected in the crater, and the data of the central peak are well fitted by a curve with
110–130 J·m−2·s−½·K−1.

For crater Occator's faculae the thermal inertia could be comparable with the average value of Ceres, and
this possibility has to be compared with other results coming from spectral unmixing of the same region.
Other studies could indicate larger grain sizes of the surface regolith, and higher values of thermal inertia
are also compatible with the data.

The results for the average thermal inertia are compatible with a generally low value of the thermal inertia:
in most cases, the observed temperature curves are best fitted by theoretical thermal conductivities typical of
materials as fine dust (thermal inertia between about 1 and 15 J·m−2·s−½·K−1), although higher values (up
to 60 J·m−2·s−½·K−1) cannot be excluded.
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